IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
CENTRAL DIVISION (at FRANKFORT)
LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
INC.
1444 Duke St.
Alexandria, VA 22314

:
:
:

AND
:
THE LIBERTARIAN PARTY OF KENTUCKY
P.O. Box 432
:
Independence, KY 41051
:
AND
:
DAVID PATTERSON
P.O. Box 235
:
Harrodsburg, KY 40330
:
PLAINTIFFS
:
v.
:
DR. TERRY HOLIDAY
in his official capacity as Commissioner :
Kentucky Department of Education and
Member Kentucky Authority for
:
Educational Television
500 Mero Street, 1st Floor CPT
:
Frankfort, KY 40601
:
AND
:
DAVID COUCH
in his official capacity as Associate
:
Commissioner, Kentucky Department
of Education and Member
:
Kentucky Authority for Educational
Television
:
500 Mero Street, 1st Floor CPT
Frankfort, KY 40601
:
AND

:

Case No. _____________________

RUSTY CHEUVRONT
in his official capacity as
Member, Kentucky Authority for
Educational Television
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington, KY 40502

:
:
:
:

AND
:
DONNA MOORE CAMPBELL
in her official capacity as
Member, Kentucky Authority for
Educational Television
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington, KY 40502

:
:
:

AND

:

HILMA PRATHER
in her official capacity as
Member, Kentucky Authority
for Educational Television
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington, KY 40502

:
:
:
:

AND
:
Dr. SUVAS DESAI, MEMBER
in his official capacity as Member
Kentucky Authority for Educational
Television
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington, KY 40502

:
:
:

AND

:

HEIDI MARGULIS
in her official capacity as Member
Kentucky Authority for Educational
Television
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington, KY 40502

:
:
:
:

AND
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ANGELA CAIN, MEMBER
in her official capacity as Member
Kentucky Authority for Educational
Television
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington, KY 40502

:
:
:
:

AND
:
LAURA LADD
in her official capacity as Member
Kentucky Authority for Educational
Television
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington, KY 40502

:
:
:

AND

:

SHAE HOPKINS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
in her official capacity
as Executive Director, Kentucky
Educational Television and Kentucky
Authority for Educational Television
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington, KY 40502

:

AND

:

MIKE BROWER, SENIOR DIRECTOR
in his official capacity as Senior
Director, Production Operations
Kentucky Educational Television and
Kentucky Authority for Educational
Television
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington, KY 40502

:

:
:
:

:
:
:
:

Also Serve: JACK CONWAY, Attorney General
700 Capitol Avenue, Suite 118
:
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
:
DEFENDANTS
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF,
COSTS, AND ATTORNEY FEES FOR CONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATIONS
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Plaintiffs David Patterson, the Libertarian National Committee, Inc., and the Libertarian
Party of Kentucky, Inc., (“Plaintiffs”) by and through counsel, for their Verified Complaint for
Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, Costs, and Attorney Fees for Constitutional Violations (the
“Complaint”), states and alleges as follows:
INTRODUCTION
1.

This is an action involving the continued and/or threatened deprivation of Plaintiffs First
Amendment rights by the official capacity Defendants named herein. Specifically this action
challenges the decision of the Defendants, herein, to exclude Mr. David Patterson (“Mr.
Patterson”), the duly nominated Kentucky Libertarian Party Candidate for United States
Senate, from participating in the Kentucky Educational Television (“KET”) debate scheduled
on October 13, 2014. This suit seeks injunctive and declaratory relief under 42 U.S.C. §
1983, and attorney fees under 42 U.S.C. § 1988.
PARTIES

2. At all relevant times herein, Plaintiff, Mr. David Patterson was and is a resident of Mercer
County, Kentucky, and was and is a candidate for the office of United States Senate by and
for the Libertarian Party. Mr. Patterson, as explained herein, has been prevented from
participating in the October 13, 2014 KET Senate Debate, and, as a consequence, has
suffered harm.
3. At all relevant times herein, Plaintiff, The Libertarian Party of Kentucky (“LPKY”) is
chartered by the National Libertarian Party, and is an Executive Committee under Kentucky
Election Finance Laws. Its mission is threefold: (a) Electing candidates of the Libertarian
Party to public office; (b) Educating the public about Libertarian ideas through whatever
means available; and (c) Providing the organizational structure for Libertarians to interact
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with one another. As explained herein, LPKY, and its members, have suffered an
individualized and group harm from the acts and practices herein complained of, and, in
particular, as a consequence, LPKY has missed or will miss critical media exposure in
getting out its message of liberty and freedom and advancing its nominee, David Patterson’s
candidacy for the office of United States Senate.
4. At all relevant times herein, Plaintiff, Libertarian National Committee, Inc. (“LNC”) is the
duly authorized national party organization of the Libertarian Party, registered with the
Federal Elections Commission. The Libertarian Party is America's third largest and fastest
growing political party. Libertarians engage in a variety of projects, working for everyone's
liberty on every issue. The Libertarian Party was created in December of 1971 whose vision
was the same as that of America's founders -- a world where individuals are free to follow
their own dreams in their own ways, a world of peace, harmony, opportunity, and abundance.
As explained herein, LNC, and its members, have suffered an individualized and group harm
from the acts and practices herein complained of, and, in particular, as a consequence, LNC
has missed and/or will miss critical national media exposure in getting out its message of
liberty and freedom and advancing its nominee, David Patterson’s candidacy for the office of
United States Senate.
5. Defendants Dr. Terry Holliday and David Couch are the Commissioner of Education and
Associate Commissioner of Education for the Commonwealth of Kentucky, who, by virtue of
K.R.S. 168.040 are members of the Kentucky Authority for Educational Television
(“KAET”) by virtue of their offices. KAET is an instrumentality of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, organized, chartered, and authorized under K.R.S. Chapter 168, and specifically
K.R.S. 168.010, et. seq., for the purpose of providing public television. KAET is funded, in
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full or in part, through tax revenues paid for by the people of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky. Defendants Rusty Cheuvront, Donna Moore Campbell, Hilma Prather, Dr. Suvas
Desai, Heidi Margulis, Angela Cain, and Laura Ladd (collectively and along with Defendants
Holliday and Couch the “Board Defendants”) are duly appointed members of the governing
board of KAET, pursuant to K.R.S. 168.010, et. seq. Each Defendant is sued in their official
capacity only. These Board Defendants have adopted, approved, or acquiesced in the
adoption of policies that have and work a deprivation of Plaintiffs’ First Amendment rights,
as explained herein. Pursuant to K.R.S. 168.060(4), meetings of the Board Defendants are
held at Frankfort, Kentucky. Each Defendant is sued in their official capacity only.
6. Defendant Shae Hopkins (“Ms. Hopkins”) and Mike Brower (“Mr. Brower”) are the
Executive Director and Senior Director of Production Operations for KET and KAET.
Defendant Hopkins has overall organizational and executive control, subject to the Board of
Directors, of KET and KAET, and Defendant Brower is responsible for programming
decisions, and both were involved and responsible for the decisions and actions complained
of herein. Each Defendant is sued in their official capacity only.
7. Finally, the Kentucky Attorney General is served, but is not named as a party and is not a
Defendant herein, because this matter involves the constitutionality of the actions of an
agency that is an instrumentality of the Commonwealth under applicable Kentucky Revised
Statutes.
8. Among other things Defendants host, plan, coordinate, and sponsor certain televised debates
for public office, including, as is relevant here, debates for the office of United States Senate.
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE
9. Subject matter jurisdiction over the claims and causes of action asserted by Plaintiffs in this
action is conferred on this Court pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983, 42 U.S.C. § 1988, 28 U.S.C.
§1331, 28 U.S.C. § 1343, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 and 2202, and other applicable law.
10. Venue in this District and division is proper, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1391 and other
applicable law, because all of the deprivations of Plaintiffs’ Constitutional Rights occurred in
counties within this District within Kentucky, and future deprivations of their Constitutional
Rights are threatened and likely to occur in this District.
FACTS COMMON TO ALL CLAIMS
11. In years prior to 2014, the LPK, or their duly authorized candidate, has typically been invited
to KET debates, provided their candidates were placed on the ballot, via petition, after
achieving a significant number of signatures (5,000). Almost invariably, LPK candidates
qualify for ballot placement.
12. On January 27, 2014, Mr. Mike Brower drafted an email to KET staff that included a
standard operating procedure on inviting candidates to KET programming in debates. In it,
he noted that “[w]e’ve tried to make this as broad as possible so we don’t paint ourselves into
a corner with language that ends up inadvertently disqualifying a marginal candidate who is
also someone we want to include. Gatewood for example. So we didn’t say you have to poll
at a certain level or other qualifiers that would eliminate marginal but interesting candidates.
Our goal here is to have a way to defend not including only the most extreme cases, like
out of state crusaders, or wacky people who paid the $50 and got 2 names on a form to
qualify as a candidate.” A true and accurate copy of that email is attached hereto as Exhibit
A (emphasis added).
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13. Following that email, on January 31, 2014, Mr. Brower drafted an email to the KAET’s
attorney, Todd Gray, which, among other things, asked questions about establishing criteria
for inviting candidates to debates. That email stated, in relevant part, that “[a]s you may
recall, in 2012, we had two out of state candidates who were not running serious campaigns
but were rather using the process to air antiabortion ads. We did not invite those candidates
to participate and did not hear any protest from them afterwards. We have not seen
candidates like those this year but they could show up since the deadline for independents is
later. However, we do have at least one eccentric candidate on the ballet [sic] who we would
prefer not to invite. To address this we are drafting ‘pre-established objective criteria’ and
would like you to advise on wording…” A true and accurate copy of this email, and its
attachment, is attached hereto as Exhibit B. (emphasis added). The attached criteria to that
email, as of January, 2014, was that a candidate had to meet at least one of four criteria,
including a) making public statements on at least 3 issues OR b) raising $10,000 OR c)
receiving more than incidental press coverage OR d) receiving at least 5% or more support in
a public opinion survey.
14. Following this, on January 31, 2014, Mr. Todd Gray responded to Mike Brower, noting that
it was important to “make decisions about who to invite or exclude based on grounds that do
not include the candidates message or views.” A true and accurate copy of this email, and its
attachment, is attached hereto as Exhibit C.
15. On or about February 4, 2014, invitations were extended to U.S. Senate primary candidates,
to participate in a debate and/or other Kentucky Tonight programs. Thereafter, candidates or
their representatives responded, including Democratic Party primary candidate Greg Leichty,
and Rachel Semmell on behalf of Matt Bevin, candidate for U.S. Senate in the Republican
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primary. A true and accurate copy of these emails are attached hereto as Exhibit D. These
same electronic mails likewise invited all candidates for the general election to the October
13, 2014 general election debates. Interestingly, it is unclear what criteria, if any, were in
place for these mainstream party primaries by KET for participation in KET programming.
16. On March 5, 2014, Mike Brower sent an email to KET Executive Director Shae Hopkins,
attaching the guidelines for inclusion in KET forums. The attached document indicated that
it was finalized criteria, and noted that it was the “Candidate Invitation Criteria 2014
Primary and General Elections.” Specifically, the criteria required that one of four criteria be
met for a candidate to participate in the KET debates, including: (a) “[t]he candidate has
made public position statements on political issues …”; (b) “[t]he candidate or the
candidate’s campaign maintains an active website devoted to the campaign that addresses
issues related to the race in which the candidate is running;” (c) “[t]he candidate has accepted
at least $10,000 in contributions …;” [or] (d) “[t]he candidate has received five percent (5%)
or more of support for the current election in a professional conducted public opinion survey
by an independent political pollster.” A true and accurate copy of this email and the
attachment are attached hereto as Exhibit E.
17. Then, on March 13, 2014, Warren Taylor, press secretary for Mr. Patterson, the Libertarian
Candidate, send a press release to various media outlets, including KET, announcing Mr.
Patterson’s candidacy. A true and accurate copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit F.
18. Again, on March 21, 2014, Mr. Tim Bischoff sent an email to, among other people, Deidre
Clark and Mike Brower of KET, attaching Candidate Invitation Criteria. These were
finalized criteria in place for the General and Primary elections in 2014 by KET. The
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substance of that criteria had not changed from the March 5, 2014 criteria. A true and
accurate copy of this email, and its’ attachments are attached hereto as Exhibit G.
19. Demonstrating a clear candidate and viewpoint bias and slant in KET programming, on April
18, 2014, Mr. Bill Goodman, host and managing editor for KET, sent an email to Deidre
Clark of KET, making various comments about candidate Shawna Sterling. A true and
accurate copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit H.
20. On April 23, 2014, Charly Norton, representative for Secretary Alison Lundergan Grimes,
then a candidate in the Democratic Party primary, wrote to KET concerning the debate and
declined to participate in the primary debate. However, the email from KET, originally sent
on February 5, 2014, noted that KET was “inviting U.S. Senate general election candidates to
be guests on the October 13 program.” A true and accurate copy of this email is attached
hereto as Exhibit I.
21. Following the results of the primary elections, which nominated current U.S. Senator Mitch
McConnell as the nominee for the Republican Party, and Alison Lundergan Grimes as the
nominee for the Democratic Party, KET Executive Director Shae Hopkins sent an email to
Mike Brower on May 21, 2014, noting that a meeting should be held “to determine what
KET wants to do [in response to the primary results] and the best way to approach both
campaigns ASAP…” Brower responded, asking others within KET to get together to discuss
“the McConnell Grimes coverage.” A true and accurate copy of this email is attached hereto
as Exhibit J. No mention was made of any third party candidates, because the decision was
made at that point to exclude such candidates based on their viewpoints.
22. Later that day, on May 21, 2014, Timothy Bischoff sent an email to KET staff, with a draft
invitation for Senator McConnell and Secretary Grimes to participate in KET programming
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and debates. A true and accurate copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit K. Again,
no mention or contingency planning was made for third party candidates, because the
decision was made at that point to exclude such candidates based on their viewpoints.
23. The following morning, KET Executive Director drafted an email to Timothy Bischoff and
Julie Schmidt with edits to the invitation, again, drafting invitations only to Senator
McConnell and Secretary Grimes, the Republican and Democratic Party nominees only. A
true and accurate copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit L. Again, no mention or
contingency planning was made for third party candidates, because the decision was made at
that point to exclude such candidates based on their viewpoints.
24. On May 22, 2014, early in the morning formal letters were sent by Shae Hopkins, KET
Executive Director, to Senator Mitch McConnell and Secretary Alison Grimes to participate
in joint appearances and debates. A true and accurate copy of this email is attached hereto as
Exhibit M. Nothing was sent to any third party candidates, including Mr. Patterson, nor had
the criteria, circulated on March 21, 2014, changed as of that point in time. A press release
was furthermore released by KET, on that same date, a true and accurate copy of which is
attached hereto as Exhibit N.
25. In an effort to justify their actions in sending the viewpoint based discriminatory May 22,
2014 invitations to only Senator McConnell and Secretary Grimes, as well as their previous
invitations to only Senator McConnell and Secretary Grimes, Mike Brower sent two separate
emails on May 22, 2014, the first at 11:21 AM and the second at 11:27 A.M. The first
changed the criteria for candidates to now require that all four criteria be met, including: (a) a
public position statement on issues; (b) an active campaign website; (c) $100,000 in
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contributions; and (d) polling at 15% (or 25%). A true and accurate copy of these emails are
attached hereto as Exhibits O and P.
26. Following Brower’s emails, Executive Director Hopkins sent a following up email to
Browner on 12:09 p.m. on May 22, 2014, asking whether the criteria had changed from the
primary, and with Brower noting back that “[t]his is the criteria for just the US Senate
general election.” A true and accurate copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit Q.
27. Later that day, on May 22, 2014 at 4:45 email, Brower sent yet another email to Shae
Hopkins, regarding KET’s intent in changing the criteria. Brower stated, in relevant part, “I
talked it over with Deidre who was most concerned that we get this on record today since
this will eliminate the write in and other candidate from the forum. It was agreed by the
group yesterday that we should do that.” (emphasis added). A true and accurate copy of this
email is attached hereto as Exhibit R. This email evidences a clear, viewpoint based
discriminatory intent on the part of Brower and KET, in changing the criteria to eliminate
particular candidates and their views.
28. On June 5, 2014, Timothy Bischoff of KET sent an email to Deidre Clark, Mike Brower, and
Bill Goodman regarding “Patterson and Marksbury” and noted that “[p]lease confirm … we
did not and will not invite David Patterson (Lib) and Ed Marksbury (Ind) to the October 13
program, because they did not meet our pre-established criteria. Also, could you email me
the final doc that is in our file.” A true and accurate copy of this email is attached hereto as
Exhibit S. (emphasis added). This email demonstrates a clear intent to eliminate both
candidates, regardless of whether or not they meet the existing criteria, and suggests that
KET would simply change the criteria (as they did in May) to ensure these candidates are
excluded based on their viewpoint.
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29. Later that day, on June 5, 2014, Mike Brower responded via electronic mail, noting that
Bischoff was “correct” and further stating that Patterson and Marksbury did not meet the
criteria for invited candidates. A true and accurate copy of this email is attached hereto as
Exhibit T.
30. Following this, on June 10 and June 11, 2014, KET staff engaged in a chain of emails that
discussed write in candidate Robert Edward Ransdell, a write in candidate for U.S. Senate,
running on an extremely unpopular (and offensive) white supremacist platform. Among
other things, KET staff and specifically Renee Shaw of KET noted that Ransdell’s request
for airtime would not be granted under the KET criteria; Bischoff responded that “his
knowledge of election law isn’t as finely tuned as his racism;” and Mike Brower agreed. A
true and accurate copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit U. This email likewise
confirms that the criteria were adopted for the purpose of excluding particular candidates and
viewpoints.
31. After more “tweaking” KET again revised the criteria, and on July 16, 2014, well after both
Senator McConnell and Secretary Grimes were invited to participate in the October 13, 2014
debates, well after Secretary Grimes had accepted the invitation, and, well after the May 22,
2014 decision to eliminate specific candidates based on their viewpoints. On July 16, 2014,
Deidre Clark sent an email to Mike Brower with attached criteria, requiring (a) that the
candidate is a “Kentucky resident and ‘legally qualified candidate’ under FCC guidelines;”
(b) the candidate has an “active website” that addresses at least three (3) issues related to the
race; (c) the candidate accepted $100,000 in contributions; and (d) the candidate was polling
at 10% or more in an independent poll. The deadline for a candidate to meet these criteria
was set at August 15, 2014, but KET did not issue or shared the criteria with the media or the
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general public, issue the criteria in a press release, or even provide the criteria by mail to any
declared candidates. A true and accurate copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit V.
32. On July 23, 2014, KET issued a press release, which noted that the only invitations for the
U.S. Senate race went to Senator McConnell and Secretary Grimes. A true and accurate
copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit W.
33. On July 28, 2014, KET staff circulated an email internally referring to Mr. Patterson, and his
success in achieving ballot access via a significant number of signatures. A true and accurate
copy of this email is attached hereto as Exhibit X.
34. Further emails were sent by and between the campaigns by Senator McConnell and/or
Secretary Grimes with KET personnel, which indicate coordination with these campaigns in
the exclusion of third party candidates.
35. KET has even promulgated rules relating to candidate criteria for Governor debates, and,
among other things, defines a candidate as a person that: “[h]as qualified to have his name
appear on an election ballot and is actively conducting a substantial statewide campaign to
obtain a political party's nomination in a primary election or be elected in a general election.”
These criteria were established by promulgated rule – which involves public input, and
prevents the pre-textual “tweaking” that was prevalent in this process to exclude third party
candidates. Pursuant to K.R.S. 13A, duly promulgated rules can be challenged by affected
parties, giving them procedural due process.
36. There was no administrative rulemaking that was involved in the promulgation of the
policies at issue in the present matter.
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37. On and prior to August 15, 2014, Mr. Patterson had various polling results above a 5%
threshold, including polling at 7%,1 and later had polling that revealed 8-9%,2 and in any
event, each event was well within the margin of error for the 10% polling criteria on each
poll.
38. Concerning the March 5, 2014 criteria – the same criteria that were used to invite Senator
McConnell and Secretary Grimes to the October debates, Mr. Patterson met the following
criteria: (a) “[t]he candidate has made public position statements on political issues …”; (b)
“[t]he candidate or the candidate’s campaign maintains an active website devoted to the
campaign that addresses issues related to the race in which the candidate is running;” and (d)
“[t]he candidate has received five percent (5%) or more of support for the current election in
a professional conducted public opinion survey by an independent political pollster.” Under
that version, he needed to only meet one of the criteria, and thus he met the referenced
criteria.
39. KET changed the March candidate forum criteria, several times from May through August,
2014, for the express and admitted purpose of excluding Mr. Patterson and his viewpoints,
from the debates.
40. The actions set forth herein have and continue to deprive Plaintiffs of their First Amendment
rights.
COUNT I – VIOLATION OF FIRST AMENDMENT
41. Plaintiffs hereby reincorporates the preceding paragraphs of his Complaint as if fully set
forth herein.

1

http://www.realclearpolitics.com/docs/2014/PPP_KY_0814.pdf (last visited 9/25/2014);
http://www.scribd.com/doc/235316291/Bluegrass-Poll-Senate-Aug-2014 (last visited 9/25/2014);
2
http://newscms.nbcnews.com/sites/newscms/files/maristkentuckysept2014.pdf (last visited 9/25/2014).
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42. Plaintiff Patterson is a citizen of the United States of America; the members of Plaintiffs
LPKY and LNC are citizens of the United States of America and each is an organization
registered and/or authorized to act as a political party in the United States of America.
43. Plaintiffs have clearly established rights and protections under the United States Constitution
and its statutes to Freedom of Speech, Association, and Expression and other First
Amendment guarantees.
44. Defendants, using their respective offices and acting under color of state law, violated and
are violating Plaintiffs’ First Amendment Rights, which have deprived, are depriving, and
will deprive him of his rights to Free Speech, Expression, and Association guaranteed to him
under the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, which rights are clearly established.
Defendants thereby subjected themselves under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, to prospective injunctive
relief and declaratory relief under 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201, et seq.
45. The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution provides, in relevant part, that “Congress shall
make no law ... abridging the freedom of speech...” The First Amendment has been
incorporated under the Fourteenth Amendment to apply to the states, including the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, under Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652 (1925).
46. Defendants abused the authority of their respective offices and, while acting under color of
law and with knowledge of Plaintiffs’ established rights, used their offices to violate his First
Amendment rights.
47. The United States Supreme Court in Arkansas Educational Television Commission v. Forbes,
523 U.S. 666, 118 S.Ct. 1633, 140 L.Ed. 2d 875 (1998), found that (1) candidate debate in
public access television was subject to First Amendment scrutiny; (2) a public access
broadcaster may discriminate against candidates based on levels of public support as long as
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the restrictions are reasonable; but (3) a public access broadcaster may not “suppress
expression” because “public officials oppose the speaker’s view.” Id. at 677. The Forbes
Court likewise noted that “[a] broadcaster cannot grant or deny access to a candidate debate
on the basis of whether it agrees with a candidate’s views.” Id. at 676. Furthermore, it is
likewise improper if a candidate is excluded to “manipulate” the political process or because
of “political pressure inside or outside” of the public broadcaster. Id. at 681.
48. The U.S. Supreme Court has further defined viewpoint discrimination in R. A. V. v. St. Paul,
505 U.S. 377, 112 S. Ct. 2538; 120 L. Ed. 2d 305 (1992), where it noted that where
government takes a position that allows one side of a debate, but not another, there is
viewpoint discrimination, and, on that basis, struck down the ordinance in question since it
targeted racial bias.
49. Similarly, in Kincaid v. Gibson, 236 F.3d 342, 356 (6th Cir. 2001), the United States Court of
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit found viewpoint discrimination in the confiscation of a
yearbook, where “university officials based their confiscation of the yearbook in part upon
the particular theme chosen by [the speaker/author].” Other cases are also relevant to
Defendants’ violations of Plaintiffs’ clearly established rights. Glowacki v. Howell Pub. Sch.
Dist., 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 85960 (ED Mich. 2013) (impermissible to engage in viewpoint
discrimination that was anti-homosexual); Gold v. Wilson County Sch. Bd. of Educ., 632 F.
Supp. 2d 771 (MD Tenn. 2009) (viewpoint discrimination to ban the topic of religion from
forum); Wheeler v. McDaniel, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 94415 (ED Tenn. 2008) (political
party groups and banning or prohibition of same is the very essence of viewpoint
discrimination); LaRouche v. Fowler, 152 F.3d 974 (entire purpose of a political party is to
espouse a particular viewpoint).
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50. Defendants engaged in viewpoint discrimination, imposed unreasonable restrictions on Mr.
Patterson’s participation in the October 13, 2014 debates, and coordinated with one or more
opposing candidates’ campaigns in a “manipulation” of the political process and/or modified
previous criteria due to “political pressure inside or outside” KET, in violation of Plaintiffs’
clearly established First Amendment rights, adopting various changes to policies for
pretextual reasons, with the actual reason being the exclusion of Mr. Patterson’s viewpoints
from the October 13, 2014 U.S. Senate debate, with the goal of discriminating against
candidates other than Senator McConnell and Secretary Grimes based on their viewpoints.
51. Plaintiffs seek declaratory relief, and prospective injunctive relief under 42 U.S.C. § 1983
and 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 and 2202, declaring the “candidate forum policies” of Defendants
adopted on or after May, 2014, as well as Defendants’ practices that exclude Mr. Patterson
from the October 13, 2014 debates, as viewpoint based discrimination and as being otherwise
unconstitutional, in contravention of the First Amendment of the United States, declaring that
Mr. Patterson be permitted to participate in the October 13, 2014 debates; and that this Court
issue a preliminary and permanent injunction, prohibiting enforcement of the “candidate
forum policies” of Defendants adopted on or after May, 2014, and requiring Defendants to
allow Mr. Patterson to participate in the October 13, 2014 U.S. Senate candidate debates.
Plaintiffs further seek their costs and reasonable attorney fees under 42 U.S.C. § 1988.
52. In addition to the foregoing, the impermissible applications of the policies and practices at
issue are substantial when compared against any legitimate sweep.
COUNT II – VIOLATION OF PROCEDURAL DUE PROCSS
53. Plaintiffs hereby reincorporates the preceding paragraphs of his Complaint as if fully set
forth herein.
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54. Pursuant to K.R.S. 13A.010, KAET and KET are an “Administrative Body” as that term is
defined in K.R.S. 13A.010, which is authorized to promulgate administrative rules under the
broad powers granted to it under K.R.S. 168.100.
55. Pursuant to K.R.S. 13A.100, KAET and KET were required to promulgate their “candidate
forum” policies as administrative rules, because such policies were a “statement of general
applicability, policy, procedure, memorandum, or other form of action that implements;
interprets; prescribes law or policy; describes the organization, procedure, or practice
requirements of any administrative body; or affects private rights or procedures available to
the public,” under K.R.S. 13A.100. See, also, Bowling v. Ky. Dep't of Corr., 301 S.W.3d
478, 2009 Ky. LEXIS 291 (Ky. 2009) (because private rights were involved, matter had to be
promulgated by regulation).
56. Had KAET and KET appropriately promulgated the “candidate forum” policies, Plaintiffs,
and the public generally, would have had the opportunity to comment, provide evidence, and
participate in the rulemaking under K.R.S. 13A.270, and judicial review under K.R.S.
23A.010.
57. "[W]hen the agency's disregard of its rules results in a procedure which in itself impinges
upon due process rights … a federal court should intervene in the decisional processes of
state institutions." Bates v. Sponberg, 547 F.2d 325, 329-30 (6th Cir. 1976). While the
Commonwealth need not necessarily afford its residents notice and comment opportunities,
having done so under K.R.S. Chapter 13A, it is a violation of procedural due process for
Defendants to have violate that section.
58. Pursuant to past policy, procedure, and practice of KET and KAET, Mr. Patterson, having
qualified for the ballot, and, furthermore, having met the March, 2014 criteria, had a
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protectable property interest in his participation in the October 13, 2014 KET U.S. Senate
candidate debates.
59. Mr. Patterson, as a candidate, voter, and resident of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, had an
expectancy and property interest in the establishment of appropriate rules by KET and/or
KAET, regarding the candidate debates as set forth in K.R.S. Chapter 13A.
60. The Commonwealth of Kentucky, and Defendants, are subject to the limitations of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution, which includes procedural due
process.
61. Furthermore, Mr. Patterson met the March, 2014 criteria at the time they were adopted, and
thus had an expectancy in his participation in the October 13, 2014 U.S. Senate candidate
debates.
62. Defendants have violated Plaintiffs’ procedural due process rights in the modifications of the
policies without undertaking appropriate rulemaking, entitling them to a declaration so
stating, and appropriate injunctive relief, costs, and attorney fees.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Defendants as prayed for, including:
A. That this Court issue a declaration that the “candidate forum policies” of Defendants,
adopted on or after May 20, 2014, as well as Defendants’ practices that exclude Mr.
Patterson from the October 13, 2014 debates, as unconstitutional, in contravention of the
First Amendment of the United States and, declaring that Mr. Patterson be permitted to
participate in the October 13, 2014 debates;
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B. That this Court issue a declaration that the “candidate forum policies” of Defendants,
adopted on or after May 20, 2014, violate Plaintiffs procedural due process rights, as
guaranteed under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.
C. That this Court enter a temporary restraining order and/or an preliminary injunction
and/or permanent injunctive relief to prohibit enforcement of the “candidate forum
policies” adopted on or after May 20, 2014, and requiring Defendants to allow Mr.
Patterson to participate in the October 13, 2014 U.S. Senate candidate debates;
D. That Plaintiffs be awarded his costs in this action, including reasonable attorney fees
under 42 U.S.C. § 1988; and
E. Such other relief as this Court shall deem just and proper.
Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Christopher Wiest___________
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)
Chris Wiest, Atty at Law, PLLC
25 Town Center Blvd, Suite 104
Crestview Hills, KY 41017
859/486-6850 (v)
513/257-1895 (c)
859/495-0803 (f)
chris@cwiestlaw.com

/s/ Jack S. Gatlin________________
Jack S. Gatlin (KBA 88899)
Thomas B. Bruns (KBA 84985)
FREUND, FREEZE & ARNOLD
Chamber Office Park
2400 Chamber Center Drive, Ste 200
Ft. Mitchell, KY 41017
Phone: (859) 292-2088
Fax: (859) 261-7602
jgatlin@ffalaw.com
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/s/ Brandon N. Voelker__________
Brandon N. Voelker (KBA 88076)
4135 Alexandria Pike, Suite 109
Cold Spring, KY 41076
859/781-9100 (v)
859/781-9190 (f)
bnvoelker@msn.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
CENTRAL DIVISION
AT FRANKFORT
CASE NO. __________________

LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
ET AL.

PLAINTIFFS

VS.
DR. TERRY HOLIDAY, ET AL.

DEFENDANTS

PLAINTIFFS’ FRCP 7.1 DISCLOSURES
Pursuant to F.R.C.P. 7.1, Plaintiff LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE, INC.
states that there is no corporate that is its parent corporation and that there is no publicly held
corporation owning 10% or more of its stock.
Furthermore, pursuant to F.R.C.P. 7.1, Plaintiff The Libertarian Party of Kentucky, states
that there is no corporate that is its parent corporation and that there is no publicly held
corporation owning 10% or more of its stock.
Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Christopher Wiest___________
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)
Chris Wiest, Atty at Law, PLLC
25 Town Center Blvd, Suite 104
Crestview Hills, KY 41017
859/486-6850 (v)
513/257-1895 (c)
859/495-0803 (f)
chris@cwiestlaw.com

/s/ Jack S. Gatlin________________
Jack S. Gatlin (KBA 88899)
Thomas B. Bruns (KBA 84985)
FREUND, FREEZE & ARNOLD
Chamber Office Park
2400 Chamber Center Drive, Ste 200
Ft. Mitchell, KY 41017
Phone: (859) 292-2088
Fax: (859) 261-7602
jgatlin@ffalaw.com

/s/ Brandon N. Voelker__________
Brandon N. Voelker (KBA 88076)
4135 Alexandria Pike, Suite 109
Cold Spring, KY 41076
859/781-9100 (v)
859/781-9190 (f)
bnvoelker@msn.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I have served a copy of the foregoing with the summons and complaint in this
matter, via process server, and, furthermore, have served a copy via email on Shae Hopkins of
KAET, this 29th day of September, 2014.
/s/ Christopher Wiest___________
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
CENTRAL DIVISION
AT FRANKFORT
CASE NO. __________________

LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
ET AL.

PLAINTIFFS

VS.
DR. TERRY HOLIDAY, ET AL.

DEFENDANTS

PLAINTIFFS’ EMERGENCY MOTION FOR PERMANENT, PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION AND/OR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER
WITH DECLARATIONS OF KEN MOELLMAN AND DAVID PATTERSON IN
SUPPORT
Plaintiffs, by and through counsel, move this Court for an emergency order granting a
preliminary injunction and/or temporary restraining order against Defendants to prohibit them
from enforcing the “candidate forum policies” adopted on or after May, 2014, and requiring
Defendants to allow Plaintiff David Patterson to participate in the October 13, 2014 U.S. Senate
candidate debates. A Memorandum in Support is attached hereto and incorporated herein by
reference herein. A Proposed Order is attached. This Motion is filed to provide for sufficient time
to obtain relief on or before October 13, 2014.1
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Plaintiffs have no objection to consolidation of this Motion with a trial on the merits pursuant to FRCP 65(a)(2),
and further suggests such treatment may be appropriate, provided the trial can be held prior to October 13, 2014. In
that event, certain discovery will need to be completed on an expedited basis, and briefing schedules may need to be
shortened.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Christopher Wiest
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)
Chris Wiest, Atty at Law, PLLC
25 Town Center Blvd, Suite 104
Crestview Hills, KY 41017
859/486-6850 (v)
513/257-1895 (c)
859/495-0803 (f)
chris@cwiestlaw.com

/s/ Jack S. Gatlin
Jack S. Gatlin (KBA 88899)
Thomas B. Bruns (KBA 84985)
FREUND, FREEZE & ARNOLD
Chamber Office Park
2400 Chamber Center Drive, Ste 200
Ft. Mitchell, KY 41017
Phone: (859) 292-2088
Fax: (859) 261-7602
jgatlin@ffalaw.com
/s/ Brandon N. Voelker
Brandon N. Voelker (KBA 88076)
4135 Alexandria Pike, Suite 109
Cold Spring, KY 41076
859/781-9100 (v)
859/781-9190 (f)
bnvoelker@msn.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I have served the foregoing upon the CM/ECF system, which will provide notice of
service upon all counsel and attorneys of record. Furthermore, in the spirit of FRCP 65(b)(1), I
have sent, by electronic mail, a copy of the Complaint and the foregoing Motion and
Memorandum, to KET’s Offices and the Attorney General’s Office, this 29th day of September,
2014.
/s/ Christopher Wiest
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
CENTRAL DIVISION
AT FRANKFORT
CASE NO. __________________

LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE, INC.,
ET AL.

PLAINTIFFS

VS.
DR. TERRY HOLIDAY, ET AL.

DEFENDANTS

PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THEIR EMERGENCY MOTION
FOR PERMANENT INJUNCTION, PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AND/OR
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER, WITH DECLARATIONS OF KEN
MOELMANN AND DAVID PATTERSON IN SUPPORT
Plaintiffs seek a permanent injunction and a preliminary injunction and/or temporary
restraining order against Defendants to prohibit them from enforcing the “candidate forum
policies” adopted on or after May, 2014, and requiring Defendants to allow Plaintiff David
Patterson to participate in the October 13, 2014 U.S. Senate Kentucky Educational Television
(“KET”) candidate debates.
I. FACTS
In years prior to 2014, the Libertarian Party of Kentucky ("LPK"), or their duly authorized
candidate, has typically been invited to KET debates, provided their candidates were placed on the
ballot, via petition, after achieving a significant number of signatures (5,000). (Declaration
Moellman ¶¶ 2, 4.) Almost invariably, LPK candidates qualify for ballot placement.

(Id.).

On January 27, 2014, Mr. Mike Brower drafted an email to KET staff that included a
standard operating procedure on inviting candidates to KET programming in debates. In it, he
noted that “[w]e’ve tried to make this as broad as possible so we don’t paint ourselves into a corner

with language that ends up inadvertently disqualifying a marginal candidate who is also someone
we want to include. Gatewood for example. So we didn’t say you have to poll at a certain level
or other qualifiers that would eliminate marginal but interesting candidates. Our goal here is to
have a way to defend not including only the most extreme cases, like out of state crusaders, or
wacky people who paid the $50 and got 2 names on a form to qualify as a candidate.” (Emphasis
added.) (Declaration Moellman ¶ 15 and Exhibit A attached thereto.)
Following that email, on January 31, 2014, Mr. Brower drafted an email to the KET’s
attorney, Todd Gray, which, among other things, asked questions about establishing criteria for
inviting candidates to debates. That email stated, in relevant part, that “[a]s you may recall, in
2012, we had two out of state candidates who were not running serious campaigns but were rather
using the process to air antiabortion ads. We did not invite those candidates to participate and did
not hear any protest from them afterwards. We have not seen candidates like those this year but
they could show up since the deadline for independents is later. However, we do have at least one
eccentric candidate on the ballet [sic] who we would prefer not to invite. To address this we are
drafting ‘pre-established objective criteria’ and would like you to advise on wording…”
(Emphasis added.) (Id.; Exhibit B). The attached criteria to that email, as of January, 2014, was
that a candidate had to meet at least one of four criteria, including a) making public statements on
at least 3 issues OR b) raising $10,000 OR c) receiving more than incidental press coverage OR
d) receiving at least 5% or more support in a public opinion survey. (Id.)
Following this, on January 31, 2014, Mr. Todd Gray responded to Mike Brower, noting
that it was important to “make decisions about who to invite or exclude based on grounds that do
not include the candidates message or views.” (Id.; Exhibit C).
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On or about February 4, 2014, invitations were extended to U.S. Senate primary candidates,
to participate in a debate and/or other Kentucky Tonight programs. (Id.; Exhibit D). Thereafter,
candidates or their representatives responded, including Democratic Party primary candidate Greg
Leichty, and Rachel Semmell on behalf of Matt Bevin, candidate for U.S. Senate in the Republican
primary. (Id.). These same electronic mails likewise invited all candidates for the general election
to the October 13, 2014 general election debates. (Id.). Interestingly, it is unclear what criteria, if
any, were in place for these mainstream party primaries by KET for participation in KET
programming. (Id.)
On March 5, 2014, Mike Brower sent an email to KET Executive Director Shae Hopkins,
attaching the guidelines for inclusion in KET forums. (Id.; Exhibit E). The attached document
indicated that it was finalized criteria, and noted that it was the “Candidate Invitation Criteria
2014 Primary and General Elections.” (Id.) Specifically, the criteria required that one of four
criteria be met for a candidate to participate in the KET debates, including: (a) “[t]he candidate
has made public position statements on political issues …”; (b) “[t]he candidate or the candidate’s
campaign maintains an active website devoted to the campaign that addresses issues related to the
race in which the candidate is running;” (c) “[t]he candidate has accepted at least $10,000 in
contributions …;” [or] (d) “[t]he candidate has received five percent (5%) or more of support for
the current election in a professional conducted public opinion survey by an independent political
pollster.” (Id.).
Then, on March 13, 2014, Warren Taylor, press secretary for Mr. Patterson, the Libertarian
Candidate, sent a press release to various media outlets, including KET, announcing Mr.
Patterson’s candidacy. (Id.; Exhibit F).
Again, on March 21, 2014, Mr. Tim Bischoff sent an email to, among other people, Deidre
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Clark and Mike Brower of KET, attaching Candidate Invitation Criteria. (Id.; Exhibit G). These
were finalized criteria in place for the General and Primary elections in 2014 by KET. The
substance of that criteria had not changed from the March 5, 2014 criteria. (Id.).
Demonstrating a clear candidate and viewpoint bias and slant in KET programming, on
April 18, 2014, Mr. Bill Goodman, host and managing editor for KET, sent an email to Deidre
Clark of KET, making various comments about candidate Shawna Sterling. (Id.; Exhibit H).
On April 23, 2014, Charly Norton, representative for Secretary Alison Lundergan Grimes,
then a candidate in the Democratic Party primary, wrote to KET concerning the debate and
declined to participate in the primary debate. (Id.; Exhibit I). However, the email from KET,
originally sent on February 5, 2014, noted that KET was “inviting U.S. Senate general election
candidates to be guests on the October 13 program.” (Id.).
Following the results of the primary elections, which nominated current U.S. Senator Mitch
McConnell as the nominee for the Republican Party and Alison Lundergan Grimes as the nominee
for the Democratic Party, KET Executive Director Shae Hopkins sent an email to Mike Brower on
May 21, 2014, noting that a meeting should be held “to determine what KET wants to do [in
response to the primary results] and the best way to approach both campaigns ASAP…” Brower
responded, asking others within KET to get together to discuss “the McConnell Grimes coverage.”
(Id.; Exhibit J). No mention was made of any third party candidates, because the decision was
made at that point to exclude such candidates based on their viewpoints. (Id.).
Later that day, on May 21, 2014, Timothy Bischoff sent an email to KET staff, with a draft
invitation for Senator McConnell and Secretary Grimes to participate in KET programming and
debates. (Id.; Exhibit K). Again, no mention or contingency planning was made for third party
candidates, because the decision was made at that point to exclude such candidates based on their
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viewpoints. (Id.).
The following morning, KET Executive Director drafted an email to Timothy Bischoff and
Julie Schmidt with edits to the invitation, again, drafting invitations only to Senator McConnell
and Secretary Grimes, the Republican and Democratic Party nominees only. Again, no mention
or contingency planning was made for third party candidates, because the decision was made at
that point to exclude such candidates based on their viewpoints. (Id.; Exhibit L).
On May 22, 2014, early in the morning formal letters were sent by Shae Hopkins, KET
Executive Director, to Senator Mitch McConnell and Secretary Alison Grimes to participate in
joint appearances and debates. (Id.; Exhibit M). Nothing was sent to any third party candidates,
including Mr. Patterson, nor had the criteria, circulated on March 21, 2014, changed as of that
point in time. A press release was furthermore released by KET on that same date. (Id.; Exhibit
N).
In an effort to justify their actions in sending the viewpoint based discriminatory May 22,
2014 invitations to only Senator McConnell and Secretary Grimes, as well as their previous
invitations to only Senator McConnell and Secretary Grimes, Mike Brower sent two separate
emails on May 22, 2014, the first at 11:21 AM and the second at 11:27 A.M. (Id.; Exhibit O and
P). The first changed the criteria for candidates to now require that all four criteria be met,
including: (a) a public position statement on issues; (b) an active campaign website; (c) $100,000
in contributions; and (d) polling at 15% (or 25%). (Id.).
Following Mr. Brower’s emails, Executive Director Hopkins sent a following up email to
Browner on 12:09 p.m. on May 22, 2014, asking whether the criteria had changed from the
primary, and with Brower noting back that “[t]his is the criteria for just the US Senate general
election.” (Id.; Exhibit Q).
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Later that day, on May 22, 2014 at 4:45, Mr. Brower sent yet another email to Shae Hopkins
regarding KET’s intent in changing the criteria. (Id.; Exhibit R). Brower stated, in relevant part,
“I talked it over with Deidre who was most concerned that we get this on record today since this
will eliminate the write in and other candidate from the forum. It was agreed by the group
yesterday that we should do that.” (Emphasis added.) (Id.) This email evidences a clear viewpoint
based discriminatory intent on the part of Brower and KET, in changing the criteria to eliminate
particular candidates and their views.
On June 5, 2014, Timothy Bischoff of KET sent an email to Deidre Clark, Mike Brower,
and Bill Goodman regarding “Patterson and Marksbury” and noted that “[p]lease confirm … we
did not and will not invite David Patterson (Lib) and Ed Marksbury (Ind) to the October 13
program, because they did not meet our pre-established criteria. Also, could you email me the
final doc that is in our file.” (Emphasis added.) (Id.; Exhibit S). This email demonstrates a clear
intent to eliminate both candidates, regardless of whether or not they meet the existing criteria, and
suggests that KET would simply change the criteria (as they did in May) to ensure these candidates
are excluded based on their viewpoint.
Later that day, on June 5, 2014, Mike Brower responded via electronic mail, noting that
Bischoff was “correct” and further stating that Patterson and Marksbury did not meet the criteria
for invited candidates. (Id.; Exhibit T).
Following this, on June 10 and June 11, 2014, KET staff engaged in a chain of emails that
discussed write in candidate Robert Edward Ransdell, a write in candidate for U.S. Senate, running
on an extremely unpopular (and offensive) white supremacist platform. (Id.; Exhibit U). Among
other things, KET staff and specifically Renee Shaw of KET noted that Ransdell’s request for
airtime would not be granted under the KET criteria; Bischoff responded that “his knowledge of
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election law isn’t as finely tuned as his racism;” and Mike Brower agreed. (Id.) This email
likewise confirms that the criteria were adopted for the purpose of excluding particular candidates
and viewpoints.
After more “tweaking,” KET again revised the criteria, well after both Senator McConnell
and Secretary Grimes were invited to participate in the October 13, 2014 debates, well after
Secretary Grimes had accepted the invitation, and well after the May 22, 2014 decision to eliminate
specific candidates based on their viewpoints. (Id.; Exhibit V). On July 16, 2014, Deidre Clark
sent an email to Mike Brower with attached criteria, requiring (a) that the candidate is a “Kentucky
resident and ‘legally qualified candidate’ under FCC guidelines;” (b) the candidate has an “active
website” that addresses at least three (3) issues related to the race; (c) the candidate accepted
$100,000 in contributions; and (d) the candidate was polling at 10% or more in an independent
poll. (Id.) The deadline for a candidate to meet these criteria was set at August 15, 2014, but
KET did not issue or shared the criteria with the media or the general public, issue the criteria in a
press release, or even provide the criteria by mail to any declared candidates. (Id.).
On July 23, 2014, KET issued a press release, which noted that the only invitations for the
U.S. Senate race went to Senator McConnell and Secretary Grimes. (Id.; Exhibit W.)
On July 28, 2014, KET staff circulated an email internally referring to Mr. Patterson, and
his success in achieving ballot access via a significant number of signatures. (Id.; Exhibit X.)
Further emails were sent by and between the campaigns by Senator McConnell and/or
Secretary Grimes with KET personnel, which indicate coordination with these campaigns in the
exclusion of third party candidates. (Id. at ¶16)
KET has promulgated rules relating to candidate criteria for Governor debates, and, among
other things, defines a candidate as a person that: “[h]as qualified to have his name appear on an
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election ballot and is actively conducting a substantial statewide campaign to obtain a political party's
nomination in a primary election or be elected in a general election.” 700 KAR 2:010. These criteria
were established by promulgated rule – which involves public input, and prevents the pre-textual
“tweaking” that was prevalent in this process to exclude third party candidates. Pursuant to K.R.S.
13A, duly promulgated rules can be challenged by affected parties, giving them procedural due
process. There was no administrative rulemaking that was involved in the promulgation of the
policies at issue in the present matter.
On and prior to August 15, 2014, Mr. Patterson had various polling results above a 5%
threshold, including polling at 7%1 and later had polling that revealed 8-9%2, and in any event,
each event was well within the margin of error for the 10% polling criteria on each poll. (Patterson
Declaration at ¶ 2.)
Concerning the March 5, 2014 criteria – the same criteria that were used to invite Senator
McConnell and Secretary Grimes to the October debates, Mr. Patterson met the following criteria
(and only needed to meet one of the following): (a) “[t]he candidate has made public position
statements on political issues …”; (b) “[t]he candidate or the candidate’s campaign maintains an
active website devoted to the campaign that addresses issues related to the race in which the
candidate is running;” and (d) “[t]he candidate has received five percent (5%) or more of support
for the current election in a professional conducted public opinion survey by an independent
political pollster.” (Patterson Declaration at ¶ 3.) Under the March 5, 2014 version, he needed to
only meet one of the criteria, and thus he met the referenced criteria.
KET changed the March candidate forum criteria several times from May through August,

1

http://www.realclearpolitics.com/docs/2014/PPP_KY_0814.pdf (last visited 9/25/2014);
http://www.scribd.com/doc/235316291/Bluegrass-Poll-Senate-Aug-2014 (last visited 9/25/2014);
2
http://newscms.nbcnews.com/sites/newscms/files/maristkentuckysept2014.pdf (last visited 9/25/2014).
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2014, for the express and admitted purpose of excluding Mr. Patterson and his viewpoints from
the debates. (Patterson Declaration at ¶ 4.)
The actions set forth herein have and continue to deprive Plaintiffs of their First
Amendment rights, and, if permitted by Defendants, Mr. Patterson will participate in the October
13, 2014 U.S. Senate debate. (Patterson Declaration at ¶ 5.).
II. LAW AND ARGUMENT
A.

Standard for Granting Preliminary Injunctions

When deciding whether to issue a temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction,
the court must consider the following four factors:
(1)

Whether the movant has demonstrated a strong likelihood of success on the merits;

(2)

Whether the movant would suffer irreparable harm;

(3)

Whether issuance would cause substantial harm to others; and

(4)

Whether the public interest would be served by issuance.

Suster v. Marshall, 149 F.3d 523, 528 (6th Cir. 1998).

These "are factors to be balanced, not

prerequisites that must be met." In re DeLorean Motor Co., 755 F.2d 1223, 1229 (6th Cir. 1985).
When analyzing a motion for temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction, "the
'likelihood of success' prong is the most important [factor] and often determinative in First
Amendment cases." Jones v. Caruso, 569 F.3d 258, 277 (6th Cir. 2009); see also Aristotle Pub. v.
Brown, 61 F. App'x 186, 188 (6th Cir. 2003).
B.

Likelihood of Success on the Merits

1.

First Amendment Claim

Plaintiffs have a strong likelihood of success on the merits of this case. As a citizens of
the United States of America and organizations duly registered and/or authorized to act as a
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political party in the United States, Plaintiffs have clearly established rights and protections under
the United States Constitution and its statutes to freedom of speech, freedom of association,
freedom of expression, and other First Amendment guarantees. The First Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution provides, in relevant part, that “Congress shall make no law ... abridging the freedom
of speech...” The First Amendment has been incorporated under the Fourteenth Amendment to
apply to the states, including the Commonwealth of Kentucky, under Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S.
652 (1925).
Defendants, using their respective offices and acting under color of state law, violated and
are violating Plaintiffs’ First Amendment Rights. Defendants abused the authority of their
respective offices and, while acting under color of law and with knowledge of Plaintiffs’
established rights, used their offices to violate their First Amendment rights. Defendants thereby
subjected themselves under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, to prospective injunctive relief and declaratory relief
under 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201, et seq.
The United States Supreme Court in Arkansas Educational Television Commission v.
Forbes, 523 U.S. 666, 118 S.Ct. 1633, 140 L.Ed. 2d 875 (1998), found that (1) a candidate debate
sponsored by public access television was subject to First Amendment scrutiny; (2) a public access
broadcaster may discriminate against candidates based on levels of public support as long as the
restrictions are reasonable; but (3) a public access broadcaster may not “suppress expression”
because “public officials oppose the speaker’s view.” Id. at 677. The Forbes Court likewise noted
that “[a] broadcaster cannot grant or deny access to a candidate debate on the basis of whether it
agrees with a candidate’s views.” Id. at 676. Furthermore, it is likewise improper if a candidate
is excluded to “manipulate” the political process or because of “political pressure inside or outside”
of the public broadcaster. Id. at 681.
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The U.S. Supreme Court has further defined viewpoint discrimination in R. A. V. v. St.
Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 112 S. Ct. 2538; 120 L. Ed. 2d 305 (1992), where it noted that where
government takes a position that allows one side of a debate, but not another, there is viewpoint
discrimination, and, on that basis, struck down the ordinance in question since it targeted racial
bias.
In Kincaid v. Gibson, 236 F.3d 342, 356 (6th Cir. 2001), the United States Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit found viewpoint discrimination in the confiscation of a yearbook, where
“university officials based their confiscation of the yearbook in part upon the particular theme
chosen by [the speaker/author].” Similarly, in Glowacki v. Howell Pub. Sch. Dist., 2013 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 85960 (E.D. Mich. 2013) the District Court addressed a case where a High School teacher
removed a student from class after the student made statements disapproving of homosexuality on
religious grounds. There, the Court found that the teacher engaged in viewpoint discrimination,
and found a First Amendment violation. Id. "[V]iewpoint-specific speech restrictions are an
egregious violation of the First Amendment." Castorina v. Madison Cnty. Sch. Bd., 246 F.3d 536,
540 (6th Cir. 2001) (citing Rosenberger v. Rector & Visitors of the Univ. of Va., 515 U.S. 819,
829, 115 S. Ct. 2510, 2516, 132 L. Ed. 2d 700 (1995) and R.A.V, 505 U.S. at 391, 112 S. Ct. at
2547). "When the government targets not the subject matter, but particular views taken by
speakers on a subject, the violation of the First Amendment is all the more blatant." Rosenberger,
515 U.S. at 829, 115 S. Ct. at 2516.
In Gold v. Wilson County Sch. Bd. of Educ., 632 F. Supp. 2d 771 (M.D. Tenn. 2009) the
Court addressed a challenge to a school policy, both facially and as applied, that restricts the
Plaintiffs' religious speech on posters the Plaintiffs wished to display that describe and announce
religious events. Id. The Plaintiffs alleged the policy gives school administrators unbridled
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discretion to approve some speech while rejecting other speech, and that school administrators
unconstitutionally apply the policy to silence religious speech while allowing non-religious
speech, thus demonstrating blatant viewpoint discrimination and hostility toward religion. Id. The
Court found that the allowance of messaging unrelated to religion was permissible, but religious
topics were not constituted viewpoint discrimination, and struck the challenged policies down
accordingly.
Perhaps the most instructive case, however, is Wheeler v. McDaniel, 2008 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 94415 (E.D. Tenn. 2008). In Wheeler, the Court dealt with a “Young Republicans Club.”
Id. A teacher was approached to sponsor the club, and, later, was confronted by the principal who
told her "there will be no Republican politics in this school." Id. This response, and the
corresponding non-renewal of her teaching contract that came from it, was sufficient to establish
a viewpoint based discrimination First Amendment claim. Id. See, also, LaRouche v. Fowler, 152
F.3d 974 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (entire purpose of a political party is to espouse a particular viewpoint).
Defendants engaged in viewpoint discrimination, imposed unreasonable restrictions on Mr.
Patterson’s participation in the October 13, 2014 debates, and coordinated with one or more
opposing candidates’ campaigns in a “manipulation” of the political process and/or modified
previous criteria due to “political pressure inside or outside” KET, in violation of Plaintiffs’ clearly
established First Amendment rights. Like the Defendants in Wheeler, the Defendants herein made
numerous comments critical of the other-than-mainstream candidates: For instance, on January
27, 2014, Defendants stated: “Our goal here is to have a way to defend not including only the
most extreme cases, like out of state crusaders, or wacky people who paid the $50 and got 2
names on a form to qualify as a candidate.” (Emphasis added.) (Declaration Moellman ¶ 15 and
Exhibit A attached thereto.) On January 31, 2014, Mr. Brower stated the purpose and reasoning
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behind the strengthening and adoption of any criteria: “[a]s you may recall, in 2012, we had two
out of state candidates who were not running serious campaigns but were rather using the process
to air antiabortion ads. We did not invite those candidates to participate and did not hear any
protest from them afterwards. We have not seen candidates like those this year but they could
show up since the deadline for independents is later. However, we do have at least one eccentric
candidate on the ballet [sic] who we would prefer not to invite. To address this we are drafting
‘pre-established objective criteria’ and would like you to advise on wording…” (Emphasis added.)
(Id.; Exhibit B).

Demonstrating a clear candidate and viewpoint bias and slant in KET

programming, on April 18, 2014, Mr. Bill Goodman, host and managing editor for KET, sent an
email to Deidre Clark of KET, making various comments about candidate Shawna Sterling. (Id.;
Exhibit H).
On May 22, 2014 at 4:45, Mr. Brower sent yet another email to Shae Hopkins regarding
KET’s intent in changing the criteria. (Id.; Exhibit R). Brower stated, in relevant part, “I talked it
over with Deidre who was most concerned that we get this on record today since this will
eliminate the write in and other candidate from the forum. It was agreed by the group yesterday
that we should do that.” (Emphasis added.) (Id.) This email evidences a clear viewpoint based
discriminatory intent on the part of Brower and KET, in changing the criteria to eliminate particular
candidates and their views.
On June 5, 2014, Timothy Bischoff of KET sent an email to Deidre Clark, Mike Brower,
and Bill Goodman regarding “Patterson and Marksbury” and noted that “[p]lease confirm … we
did not and will not invite David Patterson (Lib) and Ed Marksbury (Ind) to the October 13
program, because they did not meet our pre-established criteria. Also, could you email me the
final doc that is in our file.” (Emphasis added.) (Id.; Exhibit S). This email demonstrates a clear
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intent to eliminate both candidates, regardless of whether or not they meet the existing criteria, and
suggests that KET would simply change the criteria (as they did in May) to ensure these candidates
are excluded based on their viewpoint. Later that day, on June 5, 2014, Mike Brower responded
via electronic mail, noting that Bischoff was “correct” and further stating that Patterson and
Marksbury did not meet the criteria for invited candidates. (Id.; Exhibit T).
Following this, on June 10 and June 11, 2014, KET staff engaged in a chain of emails that
discussed write in candidate Robert Edward Ransdell, a write in candidate for U.S. Senate, running
on an extremely unpopular (and offensive) white supremacist platform. (Id.; Exhibit U). Among
other things, KET staff and specifically Renee Shaw of KET noted that Ransdell’s request for
airtime would not be granted under the KET criteria; Bischoff responded that “his knowledge of
election law isn’t as finely tuned as his racism;” and Mike Brower agreed. (Id.) This email
likewise confirms that the criteria were adopted for the purpose of excluding particular candidates
and viewpoints.
The comments, and evidence, of viewpoint discrimination in Wheeler were limited. Here,
they are pervasive. Plaintiffs have established a very strong likelihood of success on the merits.
2.

Procedural Due Process Claim

Pursuant to K.R.S. 13A.010, KAET and KET are an “Administrative Body” as that term is
defined in K.R.S. 13A.010, which is authorized to promulgate administrative rules under the
broad powers granted to it under K.R.S. 168.100. Furthermore, pursuant to K.R.S. 13A.100,
KAET and KET were required to promulgate their “candidate forum” policies as administrative
rules, because such policies were a “statement of general applicability, policy, procedure,
memorandum, or other form of action that implements; interprets; prescribes law or policy;
describes the organization, procedure, or practice requirements of any administrative body; or
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affects private rights or procedures available to the public,” under K.R.S. 13A.100. See, also,
Bowling v. Ky. Dep't of Corr., 301 S.W.3d 478, 2009 Ky. LEXIS 291 (Ky. 2009) (because
private rights were involved, matter had to be promulgated by regulation).
Had KAET and KET appropriately promulgated the “candidate forum” policies,
Plaintiffs, and the public generally, would have had the opportunity to comment, provide
evidence, and participate in the rulemaking under K.R.S. 13A.270, and judicial review under
K.R.S. 23A.010. "[W]hen the agency's disregard of its rules results in a procedure which in itself
impinges upon due process rights … a federal court should intervene in the decisional processes
of state institutions." Bates v. Sponberg, 547 F.2d 325, 329-30 (6th Cir. 1976). While the
Commonwealth need not necessarily afford its residents notice and comment opportunities,
having done so under K.R.S. Chapter 13A, it is a violation of procedural due process for
Defendants to have violate that section.
State law may give rise to a protected due process interest, but a federal constitutional
analysis is employed to determine whether the interest was deprived fairly or arbitrarily.
Cleveland Bd. of Educ. v. Loudermill, 470 U.S. 532, 541, 105 S. Ct. 1487, 84 L. Ed. 2d 494
(1985) ("'Property' cannot be defined by the procedures provided for its deprivation any more
than can life or liberty. The right to due process is conferred, not by legislative grace, but by
constitutional guarantee.") (internal quotation omitted); Black v. Parke, 4 F.3d 442, 447 (6th Cir.
1993) ("[T]he procedural due process required before one may be deprived of a liberty interest is
governed by federal constitutional law and not state law."). These two cases make clear that
though state law may provide the contours of what process is due, the existence of the right to
due process itself, and the resulting inquiry concerning whether that process was fairly afforded,
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is a question of federal constitutional law which a federal court may hear as part of its original
jurisdiction.
"To have a property interest in a benefit, a person clearly must have more than an abstract
need or desire for it. . . . He must, instead, have a legitimate claim of entitlement to it." Bd. of
Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 577, 92 S. Ct. 2701, 33 L. Ed. 2d 548 (1972). "Property interests,
of course, are not created by the Constitution. Rather, they are created and their dimensions are
defined by existing rules or understandings that stem from an independent source such as state
law--rules or understandings that secure certain benefits and that support claims of entitlement to
those benefits." Id.
State law gave the public, and specifically Plaintiffs, the procedural protections of notice
and comment rulemaking, before Defendants could enact policy change after policy change that
deprived them of the ability to participate and have a presence in the October 13, 2014 debates.
But the Defendants violated that law, and, in so doing, likewise deprived Plaintiffs of their
procedural due process rights.
Furthermore, pursuant to past policy, procedure, and practice of KET and KAET, Mr.
Patterson, having qualified for the ballot, and, furthermore, having met the March, 2014 criteria,
had a protectable property interest in his participation in the October 13, 2014 KET U.S. Senate
candidate debates. Mr. Patterson, as a candidate, voter, and resident of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, had an expectancy and property interest in the establishment of appropriate rules by
KET and/or KAET, regarding the candidate debates as set forth in K.R.S. Chapter 13A.
Furthermore, Mr. Patterson met the March, 2014 criteria at the time they were adopted,
and thus had an established expectancy in his participation in the October 13, 2014 U.S. Senate
candidate debates.
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Plaintiffs have established a likelihood of success on the merits of their procedural due
process claim.
C.

Irreparable Harm
Because Plaintiffs have clearly demonstrated a strong likelihood of success on the merits

of their claims, they have also established irreparable harm.

"[T]o the extent that [the moving

party] can establish a likelihood of success on the merits of its First Amendment claim, it also has
established the possibility of irreparable harm as a result of the deprivation of the claimed free
speech rights." Connection Dist. Co. v. Reno, 154 F.3d 281, 288 (6th Cir. 1998) (quoting Elrod v.
Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 373, 96 S. Ct. 2673, 49 L. Ed. 2d 547 (1976)). After all, the United States
Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized, "'[t]he loss of First Amendment freedoms, for even
minimal periods of time, unquestionably constitutes irreparable injury.'" Id. (quoting Elrod v.
Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 373, 96 S. Ct. 2673, 49 L. Ed. 2d 547 (1976)). Having demonstrated a
likelihood of success, Plaintiffs have likewise demonstrated irreparable harm from the
enforcement of the unconstitutional statute – either facially – or as applied.
On the Fourteenth Amendment claim, there is irreparable harm here, because, among other
things, the October 13, 2014 event is imminent, and, once it passes, there is no further opportunity
to participate.
D.

Harm to Others

There is no harm to others that is implicated if the state and local officials must obey the
Constitution. Michigan Chamber of Commerce v. Land, 725 F. Supp. 2d 665 (E.D. Mich. 2010).
See, also, Foster v. Dilger, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 95195 (E.D. Ky. 2010) (no substantial harm to
others, even where registry incurred printing costs, where constitutional rights at stake); ACLU v.
McCreary County, 96 F. Supp. 2d 679 (E.D. Ky. 2000) (no substantial harm to others).
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E.

Public Interest

As for the fourth factor, the public interest always strongly favors the vindication of
constitutional rights and the invalidation of any state action which infringes on those rights or
chills their confident and unfettered exercise. Mich. Chamber of Commerce v. Land, 725 F. Supp.
2d 665 (E.D. Mich. 2010). "It is in the public interest not to perpetuate the unconstitutional
application of a statute." Martin-Marietta Corp. v. Bendix Corp., 690 F.2d 558, 568 (6th Cir.
1982); see also G & V Lounge v. Mich. Liquor Control Comm'n, 23 F.3d 1071, 1079 (6th Cir.
1999) ("[I]t is always in the public interest to prevent the violation of a party's constitutional
rights.").
F.

Combination with trial on the merits

Plaintiffs request, pursuant to FRCP 65(a)(2), combining the hearing of this matter with an
expedited trial on the merits. Plaintiffs have submitted, with this Motion, a Motion for Expedited
Discovery in this matter, consisting of two depositions: namely the deposition of Mr. Brower and
a 30(B)(6) Motion, though, certainly, if Defendants were to designate Mr. Brower as the 30(B)(6)
party, only one deposition would be necessary. No further discovery is necessary. Plaintiffs have
already received documents they need to establish their case, and with the requested depositions,
the matter can be tried.
G.

Certification under FRCP 65

The undersigned certifies that Defendants were notified of the filing of the Complaint on
September 29, 2014 via electronic mail to Shae Hopkins and Mike Brower, and that the
undersigned on that date likewise informed Defendants that the foregoing Motion would be made.
A copy of this Motion was likewise provided to Defendants via electronic mail. Given the
pendency of the debate on October 13, 2014, further efforts should not be required, and, given that
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Defendants were provided electronic mail copies of this Motion, they are aware of its’ existence.
III. CONCLUSION
Plaintiffs have established that they are entitled to preliminary and permanent injunctive
relief prohibiting enforcement of the “candidate forum policies” of Defendants adopted on or after
May, 2014, and requiring Defendants to allow Mr. Patterson to participate in the October 13, 2014
U.S. Senate candidate debates.
Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Christopher Wiest
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)
Chris Wiest, Atty at Law, PLLC
25 Town Center Blvd, Suite 104
Crestview Hills, KY 41017
859/486-6850 (v)
513/257-1895 (c)
859/495-0803 (f)
chris@cwiestlaw.com

/s/ Jack S. Gatlin
Jack S. Gatlin (KBA 88899)
Thomas B. Bruns (KBA 84985)
FREUND, FREEZE & ARNOLD
Chamber Office Park
2400 Chamber Center Drive, Ste 200
Ft. Mitchell, KY 41017
Phone: (859) 292-2088
Fax: (859) 261-7602
jgatlin@ffalaw.com
/s/ Brandon N. Voelker
Brandon N. Voelker (KBA 88076)
4135 Alexandria Pike, Suite 109
Cold Spring, KY 41076
859/781-9100 (v)
859/781-9190 (f)
bnvoelker@msn.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I have served the foregoing upon the CM/ECF system, which will provide notice of
service upon all counsel and attorneys of record. Furthermore, in the spirit of FRCP 65(b)(1), I
have sent, by electronic mails, a copy of the Complaint and the foregoing Motion and
Memorandum, to KET’s Offices and the Attorney General’s Office, this 29th day of September,
2014.
/s/ Christopher Wiest
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
CENTRAL DIVISION
AT FRANKFORT
CASE NO. __________________

LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
ET AL.

PLAINTIFFS

VS.
DR. TERRY HOLIDAY, ET AL.

DEFENDANTS

PROPOSED ORDER GRANTING INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
The Court, being fully apprised, hereby grants Plaintiffs' Motion for Preliminary Injunction
and/or Temporary Restraining Order. This Order is issued based on the Declarations of David
Patterson and Ken Moelmann, and the supporting Memorandum of Law.
Defendants are hereby restrained from prohibiting enforcement of the “candidate forum
policies” adopted on or after May 20, 2014, and are ordered to allow David Patterson to participate
in the October 13, 2014 U.S. Senate candidate debates.
This Preliminary Injunction shall remain in force until final disposition of the abovecaptioned matter. The requirement to post a bond under FRCP 65 is wavied under the authority
of Moltan Co. v. Eagle-Picher Indus.. 55 F.3d 1171, 1176 (6th Cir. 1995). This is a final appealable
order, and there is no just cause for delay.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
_________________________________________
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
Dated:___________________________________
The Clerk shall serve a copy of the foregoing upon all parties of record as provided in the Civil
Rules.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
CENTRAL DIVISION
AT FRANKFORT
CASE NO. __________________

LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
ET AL.

PLAINTIFFS

VS.
DR. TERRY HOLIDAY, ET AL.

DEFENDANTS

PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR LEAVE TO TAKE
DEPOSITION PURSUANT TO FRCP 30(A)(2)(a)(iii)
Plaintiffs, by and through counsel, move this Court pursuant to FRCP 30(A)(2)(a)(iii) for
an order allowing them to take depositions prior to the time specified in FRCP 26(d) (i.e. before
the FRCP 26(f) conference) of (1) a representative of Defendants under FRCP 30(b)(6); and (2)
Mr. Michael Brower, if he is a person other than that designated under FRCP 30(b)(6).
It is necessary to expedite this deposition because Plaintiffs are seeking relief that would
allow Plaintiff David Patterson to participate in a U.S. Senate candidate debate that is scheduled
to take place on October 13, 2014.
Further, this Motion is based on the Plaintiffs' Motion for Permanent and Preliminary
Injunction and/or Temporary Restraining Order, Declarations filed in support of that Motion, and
Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Law.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Christopher Wiest
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)
Chris Wiest, Atty at Law, PLLC
25 Town Center Blvd, Suite 104
Crestview Hills, KY 41017
859/486-6850 (v)
513/257-1895 (c)
859/495-0803 (f)
chris@cwiestlaw.com

/s/ Jack S. Gatlin
Jack S. Gatlin (KBA 88899)
Thomas B. Bruns (KBA 84985)
FREUND, FREEZE & ARNOLD
Chamber Office Park
2400 Chamber Center Drive, Ste 200
Ft. Mitchell, KY 41017
Phone: (859) 292-2088
Fax: (859) 261-7602
jgatlin@ffalaw.com
/s/ Brandon N. Voelker
Brandon N. Voelker (KBA 88076)
4135 Alexandria Pike, Suite 109
Cold Spring, KY 41076
859/781-9100 (v)
859/781-9190 (f)
bnvoelker@msn.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I have served the foregoing upon the CM/ECF system, which will provide notice of
service upon all counsel and attorneys of record. Furthermore, in the spirit of FRCP 65(b)(1), I
have sent, by electronic mails, a copy of the Complaint and the foregoing Motion and
Memorandum, to KET’s Offices and the Attorney General’s Office, this 29th day of September,
2014.
/s/ Christopher Wiest
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
CENTRAL DIVISION
AT FRANKFORT
CASE NO. __________________

LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
ET AL.

PLAINTIFFS

VS.
DR. TERRY HOLIDAY, ET AL.

DEFENDANTS

PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR LEAVE TO TAKE
DEPOSITION PURSUANT TO FRCP 30(A)(2)(a)(iii)
Plaintiffs, by and through counsel, move this Court pursuant to FRCP 30(A)(2)(a)(iii) for
an order allowing them to take depositions prior to the time specified in FRCP 26(d) (i.e. before
the FRCP 26(f) conference) of (1) a representative of Defendants under FRCP 30(b)(6); and (2)
Mr. Michael Brower, if he is a person other than that designated under FRCP 30(b)(6).
It is necessary to expedite this deposition because Plaintiffs are seeking relief that would
allow Plaintiff David Patterson to participate in a U.S. Senate candidate debate that is scheduled
to take place on October 13, 2014.
Further, this Motion is based on the Plaintiffs' Motion for Permanent and Preliminary
Injunction and/or Temporary Restraining Order, Declarations filed in support of that Motion, and
Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Law.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Christopher Wiest
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)
Chris Wiest, Atty at Law, PLLC
25 Town Center Blvd, Suite 104
Crestview Hills, KY 41017
859/486-6850 (v)
513/257-1895 (c)
859/495-0803 (f)
chris@cwiestlaw.com

/s/ Jack S. Gatlin
Jack S. Gatlin (KBA 88899)
Thomas B. Bruns (KBA 84985)
FREUND, FREEZE & ARNOLD
Chamber Office Park
2400 Chamber Center Drive, Ste 200
Ft. Mitchell, KY 41017
Phone: (859) 292-2088
Fax: (859) 261-7602
jgatlin@ffalaw.com
/s/ Brandon N. Voelker
Brandon N. Voelker (KBA 88076)
4135 Alexandria Pike, Suite 109
Cold Spring, KY 41076
859/781-9100 (v)
859/781-9190 (f)
bnvoelker@msn.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I have served the foregoing upon the CM/ECF system, which will provide notice of
service upon all counsel and attorneys of record. Furthermore, in the spirit of FRCP 65(b)(1), I
have sent, by electronic mails, a copy of the Complaint and the foregoing Motion and
Memorandum, to KET’s Offices and the Attorney General’s Office, this 29th day of September,
2014.
/s/ Christopher Wiest
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
CENTRAL DIVISION
AT FRANKFORT
CASE NO. __________________

LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
ET AL.

PLAINTIFFS

VS.
DR. TERRY HOLIDAY, ET AL.

DEFENDANTS

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR LEAVE TO TAKE
DEPOSITION PURSUANT TO FRCP 30(A)(2)(a)(iii)
Plaintiffs seek, under FRCP 30(A)(2)(a)(iii), an order allowing them to take depositions
prior to the time specified in FRCP 26(d) (i.e. before the FRCP 26(f) conference) of (1) a
representative of Defendants under FRCP 30(b)(6); and (2) Mr. Michael Brower, if he is a
person other than that designated under FRCP 30(b)(6). These depositions are necessary in light
of the pendency of the October 13, 2014 debate that is the centerpiece of this litigation, and the
need to depose key personnel (namely a party representative and Mr. Brower, who is a key
witness in this matter) concerning the candidate criteria at issue in this case.
The Court has "wide discretion in managing the discovery process." Ibarra v. City of
Chi., 816 F. Supp. 2d 541, 554 (N.D. Ill. 2011) (citing Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith,
Inc. v. O'Connor, 194 F.R.D. 618, 623 (N.D. Ill. 2000)). Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 26, "[a] party may not seek discovery from any source before the parties have
conferred as required by Rule 26(f), except in a proceeding exempted from initial disclosure
under Rule 26(a)(1)(B), or when authorized by . . . court order." Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(d)(1).
Additionally, under Rule 30, a party must obtain leave of court to take an expedited deposition
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(before the time specified in Rule 26(d)), unless the deponent is expected to leave the United
States and be unavailable after that time. Id. at R. 30(a)(2)(A)(iii). Expedited discovery is "not
the norm." Merrill Lynch Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 194 F.R.D. at 623.
A party seeking leave to conduct an expedited deposition has the burden to make a prima
facie showing of the need for such early discovery. Id. The movant must establish "good cause."
See Ibarra, 816 F. Supp. 2d at 554; see also Hard Drive Prods. Inc. v. John Doe, No. S-11-3074
KJM CKD, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5731, 2012 WL 90412, at *1 (E.D. Cal. Jan. 11, 2012)
("Courts apply a 'good cause' standard in considering motions to expedite discovery." (citing
Semitool, Inc. v. Tokyo Electron Am., Inc., 208 F.R.D. 273, 276 (N.D. Cal. 2002))).
Good cause is often found when there is a request for a preliminary injunction. See, e.g.,
Hydropartners, LLC v. Econergy Energy Generation Ltd.., No. 1:08-CV-819, 2008 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 36042, 2008 WL 1775411, at *2 (N.D. Ohio April 16, 2008) ("[S]uch limited discovery
in advance of [a preliminary] injunction hearing is supported by applicable law."); Hausser +
Taylor LLC v. RSM McGladrey, Inc., No. 1:07-CV-2832, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 70098, 2007
WL 2778659, at *3 (N.D. Ohio Sept. 21, 2007) (permitting expedited discovery to "allow
Plaintiff the opportunity to present evidence warranting a preliminary injunction"); El Pollo
Loco, S.A. de C.V. v. El Pollo Loco, Inc., 344 F.Supp.2d 986, 991 (S.D. Tex. 2004) ("Expedited
discovery would be appropriate in cases involving preliminary injunctions or challenges to
personal jurisdiction." (citation omitted)); Russell v. Lumpkin, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 55243
(S.D. Ohio May 11, 2010) (expedited discovery appropriate for expedited discovery request).
Finally, the scope of the requested discovery is also relevant to a good cause determination.
Lemkin, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 126739, 2009 WL 1542731, at *2 (citation omitted).
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In fact, the civil rules expressly provide in the commentary for preliminary injunctions as
being a basis for expedited discovery. USEC Inc. v. Everitt, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6709 (E.D.
Tenn. 2009) (granting expedited discovery in advance of injunction hearing); Hydropartners,
LLC v. Econergy Energy Generation Ltd., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 36042 (N.D. Ohio 2008)
(same).
In the present case, Plaintiffs desire to take the expedited deposition of (1) a
representative of Defendants under FRCP 30(b)(6); and (2) Mr. Michael Brower, if he is a
person other than that designated under FRCP 30(b)(6). Those depositions will be limited to the
following topics: (1) the authentication of documents and exhibits maintained by Defendants; (2)
the promulgation of the various iterations of the candidate forum policies, from January 1, 2014
to date, including the reasons, motivations, and justifications for such policies; (3) any
coordination by Defendants in the setting of such policies with the campaigns of Mr. Patterson’s
opponents and specifically Senator McConnell and/or Secretary Grimes campaigns; (4) any
viewpoint based discrimination, biases, or similar factors as to a particular candidate by
Defendants and, tangentially, how any such issues affected the exclusion of Mr. Patterson, or
other candidates, from the debate; (5) the formulation of the policies at issue and the typical
process for formulation, including who was involved; and (6) certain other associated questions
concerning Mr. Patterson’s exclusion from the debate.
This scope is narrow with an eye towards preparing for a hearing. The Motion should be
granted.
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Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Christopher Wiest
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)
Chris Wiest, Atty at Law, PLLC
25 Town Center Blvd, Suite 104
Crestview Hills, KY 41017
859/486-6850 (v)
513/257-1895 (c)
859/495-0803 (f)
chris@cwiestlaw.com

/s/ Jack S. Gatlin
Jack S. Gatlin (KBA 88899)
Thomas B. Bruns (KBA 84985)
FREUND, FREEZE & ARNOLD
Chamber Office Park
2400 Chamber Center Drive, Ste 200
Ft. Mitchell, KY 41017
Phone: (859) 292-2088
Fax: (859) 261-7602
jgatlin@ffalaw.com
/s/ Brandon N. Voelker
Brandon N. Voelker (KBA 88076)
4135 Alexandria Pike, Suite 109
Cold Spring, KY 41076
859/781-9100 (v)
859/781-9190 (f)
bnvoelker@msn.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I have served the foregoing upon the CM/ECF system, which will provide notice of
service upon all counsel and attorneys of record. Furthermore, in the spirit of FRCP 65(b)(1), I
have sent, by electronic mails, a copy of the Complaint and the foregoing Motion and
Memorandum, to KET’s Offices and the Attorney General’s Office, this 29th day of September,
2014.
/s/ Christopher Wiest
Christopher Wiest (KBA 90725)
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
CENTRAL DIVISION
AT FRANKFORT
CASE NO. __________________

LIBERTARIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
ET AL.

PLAINTIFFS

VS.
DR. TERRY HOLIDAY, ET AL.

DEFENDANTS

PROPOSED ORDER GRANTING EXPEDITED DISCOVERY
The Court, being fully apprised, hereby grants Plaintiffs' Motion for Expedited Discovery.
Plaintiffs shall serve a 30(B)(6) Notice of Defendants not later than two days from this order;
Defendants shall designate a witness for deposition within two days of that notice. The 30(B)(6)
deposition and the deposition of Mr. Brower shall be noticed and conducted not later than October
9, 2014.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
_________________________________________
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
Dated:___________________________________
The Clerk shall serve a copy of the foregoing upon all parties of record as provided in the Civil
Rules.

